A search has been made for long lived (25~ sec < T < 1 m sec) weakly interacting particles of rest mass greater than 5 GeV that come to rest and subsequently decay in the calorimeter portion of the CAL Tech-NAL neutrino detector.
The calorimeter electronics}whose energy threshhold was set at about 5 GeV~ was gated off while the 20~ sec long burst of protons was striking the target and was gated on 75P sec after the beginning of that burst for a duration of 14.925 milliseconds. As a control, another gate (IO mill i-~~ seconds long) was opened two seconds before the arrival of the protons.
We refer to these as the "Beam gate" and "Cosmic Ray gate", respectively.
The electronic "dead time" was purposely set long enough so that no more than one event could be recorded per gate for each accelerator pulse.
Only when the gating electronics sensed there was accelerated beam would it generate a "Beam gate" whereas a "Cosmic Ray gate" was formed every The probability of a cosmic ray triggering the calorimeter in the time t is tiT where T -1 is the cosmic ray rate. Therefore, the probability The agreement is good except for the first 100 ~sec 'bin. 
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fMS is the fractional loss caused by multiple scattering and is estimated * ~ Here the beam is considered as a delta function in time. by assuming the production cross section varies as e -6pJ.
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The actual form of R E ---is more complicated than eq. (3) dp3 because there are two targets, one the primary one (1 mean free path long Aluminum) located 944 meters from the calorimeter (~nl = 2.52 ~ ster), the second one, the beam dump at the end of the neut~ino beam decay tube located 544 meters from the detector (~n2 = 7.60 ~ ster).
The protons that don't interact in the first target strike the second one with their full energy while some of the others emerge from the first target and stike the second one with reduced but still effective, energy. This phenomenon of "Thick targets" has been studied quantitatively in TM218 and applied to this case. For example, by assuming that each proton loses 1/3 of its energy each time it interacts, one estimates that the composition of the proton beam that strikes the second target consists of 37% at 300 ~V, 37% at 200 GeV, and 18% at 133 GeV. Furthermore, only the first mean free path of the second target (the beam dump) is considered as being effective for producing the weakly interacting particles that can come to rest in the calorimeter.
The proton threshhold energies are 199 GeV and 65 GeV for producing stopping particles*of rest mass 5 GeV. Only one of such pair produced particles is detectable per event. R.E 3 vs T. dp determine the This latter quantity is plotted in Fig. 4s-,c and summarizes -260(1970) This work was done with support from the U. S. Department of Energy. 
